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Abstract: A multimodal database management system
is presented, that allows a global view on one station of
clinical tests data of general use for motor disable
patients, such as clinical records, single value data,
signals and images. The system has been designed
aiming to obtain a very easy interaction with non
technical users. The system presented is being set up in
a Orthopedics Department, although the design lines
are quite general. The implementation uses object
oriented ObjectPal and C++ languages and
MSWindows for the high-level user interface. The
system can be easily ported to other platforms (such as,
for example, Macintosh or Unix-Xll) adopting as
support commercial data base management systems
suitable for such platforms.
INTRODUCTION

The quality of health care can be in many cases
considerably improved when information, which is
heterogeneous in origin and in hardware and software
aspects, is integrated in a multimodal environment [1].

Moreover,

management of these high amounts of heterogeneous data
brings about additional difficulties.

Motor rehabilitation is one of the medical and clinical
fields in which the integration of great amounts of
heterogeneous data in a multimedia environment is most
worthwhile. In motor rehabilitation the relevant
information about patients is quite heterogeneous in many
aspects: clinical records, longitudinal signals (such as EEG
and ElectroMiograms) and images (such as X-ray) are to
be normally taken into account during diagnosis and
treatment. Simultaneous examination of multiple data from
each patient in this case cannot be easily carried out
without information science facilities [2].

system

PCs). Moduli structure and interfaces have been designed
ensuring portability and operating system independence.

The software consists of a flexible and general digital
archiving, manipulation and processing environment of
clinical records in possible connection with medical images
and longitudinal signals. It allows a high degree of
customization and exchangeability of the building moduli
in order to guarantee portability among different platforms.
Its high portability features derive from the object oriented
programming choice [3].
We designed an ad hoc user interface and management

software integrating the DBMS facilities,

in

order to

correctly manage the great amount of data and their heavy
memory and processing time demand.
The system consists of three main moduli: a customized
database management system, a window user interface, and
a

low-level interface.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

in the last few years hardware

costs have
decreased, so long term signal and image treatment has
recently become quite widespread in hospitals. The optimal

A

developing tools (i.e. a C/C++ Windows compiler like
Borland or Microsoft ones) and hardware platforms (i.e.

for data, signal and image archiving and

processing is presented. This system is suitable for clinical
practice and for research. Although the design lines of the
system are quite general, the specific application presented
here is being set up in the Motor Rehabilitation Center of
La Colletta Hospital of Arenzano.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

We are developing a multimedia environment
inside MSWindows Operating System, because it is widely
available and has low-cost requirements

for

software

DBMS has been implemented using ObjectPal, the
object oriented programming language of Borland Paradox
for Windows 1.0.
Sections using other Windows compatible DBMS may
also be added, because of the internal object structure and
communication protocols among moduli.
Previously available data on paper have been included

in the present system.

This DBMS consists of two overlapping levels: the
tables where the information is physically stored, the forms
which are the customized user interface.
Forms allow both data visualization and access to
function buttons. Function buttons make the user able toadd, remove and modify data and to navigate inside the
DBMS.

The following information is contained

in the present

version of DBMS
o Anagraphic data
o Cardiovascular apparatus status
o Venous system status
o Respiratory apparatus status
o Breast status
o Lymphonodal system status
o Digestion apparatus status
r Urogenital apparatus status
o Locomotion apparatus status
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o
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o

Deep neurological examination
Decubitus and other ulcer presence
Amputation presence
Mental status

menus and icons techniques and mouse drag and
operations are available.

Social interaction level
Functionalassessment
All pathological states are automatically coded using
ISTAT official code [4] in order to speed up referral and
assessment process.

wrNDow usER

Basic image and signal manipulation tools
Zooming, look-up-tables and pseudo-colors control,
contrast and intensity adjustment, scale changing
facilities for signal presentation.
Advanced image and signal manipulation and processing
tools
l-D and 2-D filters, equalization and restoration,

edge detection and image segmentation, feature

TNTERFACE (WI.II)

WUI uses a graphical window-based environment and
object oriented C++ programming language (Microsoft
Windows 3.1 Operating System and Borland C++ for
Windows 3.0 Compiler are adopted in the current
implementation). WUI manages user interaction with the
Object Processing Kernel through window and events
handling, obviously operating system dependent. So WUI
represents the main portability task.

WUI contains

o a main window (the WUI shell window)
o a clinic-record window, one for each open patient

clinical record, directly connected with DBMS
o an object window, one for each image or signal (or
group of images or signals) from clinical tests
organized in a tree structure.

extraction, pättern recognition and clas sification.
Report and annotation tools
The user can enhance some important or interesting
features within an object by arrows, lines, polylines
and message insertion (these graphic elements are
stored apart without image degradation or

information loss).
Moduli structures and links have been set up in order to
allow different levels of user system interaction.
CONCLUSIONS

An image and signal manipulation and processing
in close connection with the
DIST Department of the University of Genova and the
software is being developed

Motor Rehabilitation Center of the La Colletta Hospital in

LOW-LEVEL INTERFACE (LLD

Arenzano.
This software is suited to both clinical and research
environment needs. The software is designed to be portable
across different platforms with little effort (at present we

This shell, built as a C function library, is a collection
submoduli, which provide the user with tools and
facilities for basic and advanced manipulation and
processing of image and signals by WUI. This shell is
completely operating system independent. Any new
function or tool can be added easily, providing a high

MSWindows).
Future developments will be towards network protocol
and synchronization facilities, in order to allow robust and

of

degree

of

customization

for any working

environment

adopted IBM-compatible PCs running

under

flexible remote operations through interactive session
among different systems (PCs, Macs and Unix
workstations).

needs.

LLI is responsible for the translation among image and
signal formats and their correct disk storage and
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organization. New drivers can be added each time a new
image or signal format is encountered. The images and
signals from clinical tests come from different sources as a
result of different diagnostics (like X-ray images, EEG and
EMG recordings, ...) available initially in different
formats (like a PAL video signal captured by a frame
grabber, a binary file on a diskette, analog signals, ...).
Images and signals recorded during tests are at present
stored on conventional media (i.e. VHS cassettes, diskettes,
paper strips, ...) making information retrieval a hard task.
The system displays each datum from clinical tests
(image or signal) in a separate object window; the user can
merge and arrange the objects for display needs.
The available operations on objects can be outlined as
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Window and events handling

The user can perform window scaling and over
lapping to fit the objects into a customized screen;
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